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Summary 
 
 
An archaeological watching brief (controlled topsoil strip) was undertaken on preparation 
work on the site of two new houses at NGR NM 68768 64351 (6m OD) on rough boggy land 
located near the shore of Loch Sunart in the village of Salen. It was carried out by Dr Harry 
Robinson (Member of the Institute of Field Archaeologists) on 7th & 8th July 2010.  
 
The remains of a prehistoric burial cairn were reported to lie in the vicinity of the application 
area. The site was found to have served as the King George V children’s Playing Field from 
1936 to the early 1940s when it was taken over as a Royal Navy wartime camp of nissen huts. 
The alleged cairn was located within the development area and found not to be an 
archaeological feature, but an overgrown random pile of modern building material including 
rubble, brick and concrete which local memory confirms as being left over from the 
dismantling of the naval nissen huts in the early 1950s. No other traces of occupation or 
artefacts were found. 
 
I conclude that the cairn was not an ancient monument and confirm that was dismantled 
under archaeological supervision.  
 
While the plot remains a site of local historic interest, and research will continue into the war 
time episode, I recommend that no further work is required on this site. However I do suggest 
that the playing field gates are allowed to remain as a feature of local history. 
 
 
Supplementary 
 
 
Following a meeting on site on 11th October 2010 it was agreed that Highland Heritage will 
encourage and support local heritage workers in furthering research and recording of the 
themes featured in this project (it was noted that the playground gates have been preserved). 
There will be a further meeting in November to discuss the formation of a Community Group 
possibly using Salen Hall as a base. Interest has been expressed in both recording known local 
features (many already on local private lists) and researching the war time history and 
archaeology of the area. 
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Background 
 
The brief was issued because the area was considered by the Highland Council 
Archaeological Unit (HCAU) to be archaeologically sensitive: The remains of a “putative 
prehistoric burial cairn” were reported to lie in the vicinity of the application area.  While the 
brief states (incorrectly and without any reference) that no such feature was visible on the 
site, it was presumed to lie somewhere between the hall and the surgery possibly within, or 
close to, the site. Consequently there was considered to be a potential for “valuable buried 
features of historic and archaeological importance” to survive within the application site and 
to be impacted by the development.  A watching brief ensured that any artefacts or features 
uncovered would be adequately recorded while causing minimum delay to the development.  
 
The brief (Appendix III) covered the entire area of the development including site clearance 
and excavation works for services and access road. The site contractor provided a supervised 
back-action JCB (equipped with a straight edged bucket for the drainage works and topsoil 
removal (1:1 ratio) in accordance with the HCAU Development Guidance as laid out in the 
web pages at www.highland.gov.uk/yourenvironment/conservation/archaeology.  
 
 
Site location and description 
                                                                                  
The plot (figure 1: location map) is shown on Architects (Duncan Kelly Design) digital scale 
plans (figure 2 & Appendix I, digital dxf copy on CD) and the OS digital 1:1250 map (figure 
1a; dxf digital copy on CD) as a roughly rectangular plot c.71 m N-S by c.32 m E-W. Access 
to the plot is from the B8007 road which bounds it to the east. The plot is shown as enclosed 
land on the 1st (1875) and 2nd (1900) edition OS 1:10,560 maps.  
                                                                                       
 
In 1972 it was described as marshy 
ground with trees and shrubs by 
RCAHMS. In 1986 the HCSMR 
described the site as overgrown level 
enclosed land/open woodland with an 
ESE aspect. A Google Earth 
photograph showed the area to now be 
partly wooded in the west. A walkover 
found it to be overgrown, boggy and 
poorly drained (photograph 1). 
 
                                                               
 
 Photograph 1 : looking south 
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Desk-based Assessment 
 
 
The Desk-based Assessment of the relevant archaeological/ historical records, maps and 
aerial photographs as specified in the brief includes: 
 
� The Highland Council Sites and Monuments Record (HSMR) in Inverness 
� The National Monuments Record for Scotland (NMRS) 
� Historic Scotland: List of Scheduled Monuments; Listed Buildings;  
w Aerial photographic coverage  
w Maps, including Ordnance Survey coverage  
w Bibliographic references and early parish accounts. 
 
 
Summary of relevant Sites as revealed by the Desktop research  
 
Scheduled Monuments and Listed building  
 
- there are no listed buildings on or near this site 
- there are no Scheduled Monuments close by which will not be effected: 
 
The HCHER and NMRS record one relevant feature: 
 
Salen - CAIRN (POSSIBLE) : HC Historic Environment Record: MHG142 
Canmore ID 22501 NMRS no. NM66SE 3 : NGR NM 687 643 
What may possibly be the remains of a burial-cairn can be seen in marshy ground some 30m 
S of the old schoolhouse of Salen. Heavily overgrown with trees and shrubs, it is an 
irregularly shaped pile of stones about 6.5m in diameter and 0.9m in height  (RCAHMS 1980, 
visited 1972).  
 
RCAHMS (1980) The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland. Argyll: an inventory of the monuments volume 3: Mull, Tiree, Coll and Northern 
Argyll (excluding the early medieval and later monuments of Iona), Edinburgh 
Page(s): 61, No. 57(2) 
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Previous archaeological work in the area: 
 
 
A comprehensive field survey of the wider area (Kirby 1993-2000, Sunart Oakwoods 
Research Group, Millennium Forest for Scotland Trust) recorded over 1500 sites. Several 
miles of field and wood dykes were surveyed and related to Bald's Estate Plan of 1807. 
Structures recorded include over 300 recessed platforms, roundhouses, dwellings, byres, 
shielings, pits, boat slips, wharves and bloomeries. The Parliamentary road of c 1807 and its 
predecessor were traced and mapped. Research into archival material confirms an intensive 
pattern of land use through to modern times, and a complex history of woodland management 
was identified.  
 
A pre felling survey of the northern area between Tarbert & Camustora was conducted  in 
2007 by the present author for Forestry Enterprise, Torlundy (Robinson 2007 private report). 
 
 
Neither of these surveys looked at the cairn. 
 
 
Kirby, J E (1993) 'Sunart Forest Area, Lochaber Forest District (Ardnamurchan parish): 
   survey of Forestry Commission ground', Discovery Excav Scot, 1993, 45 
  (1994) 'Sunart and Glen Hurich Forest Areas, Lochaber Forest District (Ardnamurchan, 
   Arisaig and Moidart parish): survey of Forestry Commission ground',  
   Discovery Excav Scot, 1994, 36, 
  (1997) 'Sunart Oakwoods (Ardnamurchan parish), survey', Discovery Excav Scot, 44    
  (2000) 'Sunart Oakwoods (Ardnamurchan parish), survey', Discovery Excav Scot, vol.1, 47 
 
Name Book (1872) Original Name Books of the Ordnance Survey Book No. 62 
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The watching brief methodology 
 
 
The watching brief was conducted on 7th & 8th July 2010. The weather on both days was 
continual heavy rain and the site (low lying and boggy by nature) quickly became muddy and 
flooded in parts. The brief covered the entire area of the development plot including site 
clearance and excavation works for services and access road. The site contractor (Mr Bobby 
Ross, a local man who knew the site and provided valuable advice) provided a back-action 
JCB (equipped with a straight edged bucket for the drainage works and topsoil removal (1:1 
ratio) in accordance with the HCAU Development Guidance.  
 
 
Before digging began a rapid walkover was conducted accompanied by Mr Ross who pointed 
out to me a grass and moss covered  mound of broken concrete and stone in the shrubs to 
west of the site at NM 687575 643580 (photographs 15-20: discussed in detail at C below - 
The creation of the alleged cairn). No other features were noted.  
 
 
Due to the wet and muddy conditions neither my GPS or Leica Laser Distance Meter were 
risked on site – all reference points are calculated by direct 50m tape measurements from the 
OS coordinates of the SE corner of the plot (the OS dxf digital map from which the dxf site 
plan is derived is on the CD). 
 
 
Over the footprint of the two houses and services the overburden of boggy vegetation 
(photograph 1) was first removed then the dark (almost black) waterlogged peaty soil was 
stripped down to firm sandy-gravel sub-surface (figure 3). Work began in the south of the site 
and progressed northwards. Within minutes of starting the partial remains of modern building 
foundations (brick, breeze block, cement and concrete) were located just below the turf cover 
(photographs 9-14). These were carefully exposed by topsoil removal (depth diminishing 
from 0.54 m in the SE to 0.15 m in the NW) down to the sub-surface. These were interpreted 
as the partial remains of foundations of two separate buildings F1 (south) and F2 (north) 
(discussed below: B The history of the site; context summary Appendix V).  
 
 
� F1 was L shaped and damaged: the surviving longer side running E-W measuring 11.85 
m externally and the shorter arm running N-S measuring 4.76 m externally, both c.0.45 m 
wide. A partial course of bricks on the top were marked “HOLYTOWN” (from Holytown 
Brick Works Motherwell NMRS no. NS75NE 40 : photograph wb 21 on CD). 
� F2 was a simple N-S damaged section measuring 4.82 m long by c.0.45 m wide. 
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On the east side of the area stripped (close to and extending under the boundary fence and 
drainage ditch, and between the two sets of foundations) a broken drainage pipe was 
uncovered (c.0.3 m diameter internally - presumably 1 foot, photograph 14). As the work 
progressed northwards a large amount of modern building debris (including brick and 
concrete: photograph 7) was found at all levels in the topsoil, probably deliberately buried 
and grassed over when the huts were dismantled.  
 
 
No other foundation remains were found: I conclude that these partial deep foundations were 
only required for parts of two huts in the boggier SE part of the site. Apart from building 
debris no artefacts of any date were found (either domestic such as china or glass, or military 
such as buttons or badges) other than two modern (empty) whisky bottles. 
 
 
On the higher, wooded west side of the plot the previously noted mound was investigated by 
hand, firstly by the removal of the grass and moss cover, and it was quickly confirmed that it 
was a modern low pile of building rubble sitting on a low rocky knoll: while no regular shape 
was observable and its edges were debatable, it did roughly correspond to the reported 6.5 m 
(maximum) diameter and 0.9 m overall height. The southern half of the mound was removed 
by hand and the northern part left in situ (discussed further below at C The creation of the 
alleged cairn). 
 
 
The features were recorded (table 1), photographed (Appendix II) and marked on a site plan 
keyed by means of Grid Reference to the Ordnance Survey mapping (figure 3). It is 
concluded that the earlier preparation (probably leveling) of the site as a playing field, 
followed by the building then dismantling of the huts would have destroyed any (unlikely) 
traces of earlier use of the site. 
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Results of the fieldwork, watching brief and research 
 
 
During the work three topics of interest emerged : 
 
A) The history of the site - firstly as the King George V Playing Field, 1936 to the early 
1940s 
 
B) The history of the site - as a Royal Navy wartime camp, 1940s to early 1950s 
 
C) The creation of the alleged cairn in the early 1950s from rubble and concrete left over 
from the dismantling of the naval nissen huts 
 
 
Information on these was willingly supplied by two local experts Mr Peter Stace and Mr John 
Dye whom I am pleased to thank for their valuable assistance. It emerged that the history of 
the plot and the location and formation of the cairn are well known locally and are discussed 
in detail on The Moidart Local History Group (Comann Eachdraidh Muideart) web site 
www.moidart.org.uk/datasets/salenhistory.htm. 
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A) The history of the site - the King George V Playing Field, 1936 to the early 1940s 
 
 
The first feature of notice 
on arrival at the site are 
the incongruous but 
impressive iron gates on 
stone supports at the north 
end of the plot, which 
appear to stand in 
isolation as only a wire 
fence surrounds the rest of 
the plot (photograph 2). 
 
 
 
                                                                                                  
Photograph 2 
 
 
These were identified by 
Peter Stace from the 
caption on a photograph in 
the adjacent Salen Hall 
(Talla An Salen) : 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
            Photograph 3 
 
 
Caption: Salen Recreation 
Ground : Erecting King George V Playing Field Trust Plaque and Gates (Col. R.B. Cambell 
centre plus Willie & Dan? Henderson from Newton). 
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John Dye’s research notes record that  
 
“The field beyond the hall was used for local sports. A casket containing the signatures of 
villagers is said to be sealed in one of the gate pillars (which commemorate the Jubilee in the 
1935). The gate pillars presumably once contained metal plaques but these have certainly not 
been there in the past forty years” (pers com). 
 
 

Associated features of interest 
 
The “tin” Salen Village Hall (Talla An Salen) (ngr 687750 643945) and a K6 telephone box 
(687850 643960) were noted with interest (photograph salen wb 50 on CD; figure 5) and will 
be included in planned follow up research and survey in association with The Moidart Local 
History Group. 
                                              Figure 5 
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B) The history of the site - as a Royal Navy wartime camp, 1940s to early 1950s 
 
When the foundations were uncovered they were promptly identified by Peter Stace who 
produced a further photograph in the adjacent Salen Hall (Talla An Salen) the caption of 
which reads: 
 
“Salen Recreation Ground 1947 - Army Camp Nissen Huts”          

 
                                                                                                                     Photograph 4 
This photograph illustrates eight nissen huts on the playing field, however there could have 
been more to the right out of camera view. The foundations uncovered appear to be the 
remains of the two huts on the left. No foundations of the other six huts were found: I suggest 
that the two found F1 & F2 had deeper foundations as they were located in the deeper wetter 
SE corner of the site, whereas the other six were less substantial and easy to remove. 
 
As John Dye records on The Moidart Local History Group (Comann Eachdraidh Muideart) 
web site www.moidart.org.uk/datasets/salenhistory.htm : 
 
“All around this area there are the concrete foundations of many huts erected during WWII 
when the area was occupied by troops in training. Salen itself was occupied by U.S. Army 
Rangers who suffered heavy casualties in the D-Day landings. Just north of the hall is the 
foundation of the cookhouse. I was told that the troops ate in the Hall. One can find spent 
USA ammunition on the hill above Salen, a cartridge from Tarbert has been identified as 
having been fired from an American Remington carbine.” 
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Salen during the Second World War 
 
There were dozens of Combined Operations Training Establishments in the Second World 
War mainly in the west of Scotland and the south of England and each served to fill 
particular training needs concerned with preparing allied forces for the amphibious invasion 
of North Africa and mainland Europe. The crews of landing craft involved, the soldiers they 
carried and the RAF in support all required training singly and jointly as a unified force. It 
was an enormous undertaking involving hundreds of thousands of service personnel 
(COMBINED OPS TRAINING ESTABLISHMENTS web site combindeops.com). 
 
HMS Dorlin 
 
The locally based training establishment was HMS Dorlin whose function was training for 
RN Beach Signals and Royal Signals sections. It was set up at Dorlin House (built 1864), 
Acharacle, and known as the No 3 Combined Training Centre. It had been used by the Navy 
from as early as 1940 for special boat and beach signal training under Combined Operations, 
particularly for Royal Marine Commando units. The establishment was detached from HMS 
Lochailort (NMRS NM78SE 6 and NM78SE 15) in 1942 and commissioned as HMS Dorlin. 
When the training need was met a period of care and maintenance followed from 6/4/44 to 
28/11/44 when it was closed down. It was demolished (blown up) after the war (or in 1963 
depending on local accounts).  
 
Site record: 
Dorlin House (19TH CENTURY); HMS Dorlin MILITARY CAMP (20TH CENTURY) 
Combined Operations Training Centre 
Canmore ID 106992 - NMRS no. NM67SE 21 - HCHER no. MHG21271 - NGR NM 6645 
7207 
 
There were six very tough assault courses for dealing with natural and artificial defensive 
obstructions. The equipment available for the training exercises included 12 landing craft 
personnel mechanised (LCPMs), 5 cutters, 3 small drifters with a capacity of approximately 
60 men and HMS Quentin Roosevelt which was an ex French fishery protection vessel with 
accommodation for approximately 2 Companies. 
 
1) Dorlin CTC staff plus 4 officers and 80 ordinary ratings (ORs),  
2) Shielbridge 3 miles from Dorlin. 7 officers and 25 ORs,  
3) Salen 7.5 miles from Dorlin. Combined Training Centre Administration plus 7 officers           
and 130 ORs,  
4) Glencripesdale 7.5 miles by road + 0.5 hours by boat. 7 officers and 130 ORs, 
5) Glenborrodale 16 miles by road. 7 officers and 130 ORs,  
6) Roshven 17 miles by land or 1.5 hours by sea. 7 officers and 130 ORs. There is little left of 
    the wartime buildings but foundations and lower walls can still be seen.  
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At Glencripesdale, Glenborrodale & Roshven camps, stores were manhandled from boats 
some distance to the camps and the training was not easy either. The total training area was 
large and remote. This provided opportunities for training exercises in unfamiliar territory and 
for the development of self reliance in all aspects of survival. 'Opposed' landing exercises 
were carried out at Company strength on beaches mined by the Royal Engineers and with 
incoming live 3" mortar shells and  live ammunition. The intention was to create the 
conditions the men would face as they approached, and landed on, the heavily defended 
beaches in enemy occupied territory. There were night-time training exercises too undertaken 
with the aid of flares and tracer bullets. 
 
References: 
 
Allan, S (2007) Commando country, Edinburgh, Page(s): 40, 59, 60,107, 109, 119, 135, 163  
Dorlin House (1964) `The story of Dorlin House, Loch Moidart', The Oban Times 6 August 
     1964, Held at RCAHMS D.6.23.DOR.N 
Lavery, B (2004) Hostilities only, Greenwich, Page(s): 212  
 
 
Nissen Huts 
 
The Nissen hut was invented during World War I by Major Peter Norman Nissen (1871 – 
1930) a Canadian mining engineer and officer in the 29th Company Royal Engineers. Only 
five months passed from the initial concept in April, to production by August. Nissen's 
inspiration was to render thin, flexible steel sheeting semi-rigid by passing it through a 
corrugating machine, and then forming the resultant material into a semicircular tube. The 
flexible sheet became much stronger and could form not only the cladding, but also the 
structural part of the final building. Nissen huts were much used in both world wars as they 
were cheap, easy to build, and light to transport.  
 
The Nissen hut was constructed over a lightweight steel framework onto which wooden 
purlins were bolted with J bolts. Assembling the sheets with the corrugations running 
vertically meant the sheets could be overlapped and nailed to the purlins, providing a 
continuous wall and roof. The components were so light that a complete 16 ft diameter hut 
could be loaded onto a three ton lorry, standard transport at the time. The Nissen hut was 
produced in standard diameters of 16 ft, 24 ft and 30 ft. Options, such as dormer windows, 
were easily incorporated by the use of additional steel framework and shorter sheets.  
 
Originally, the ends of the hut were made of timber, as were the floors, but when hundreds of 
thousands of these huts were produced in the UK during World War II, the ends were often of 
brick, with concrete floors, as these materials were more readily available locally. Many 
Nissen huts still survive in situ while others have been dismantled by farmers and rebuilt to 
serve as animal shelters on new locations. 
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Salen Camp 
 
 
As stated above Salen accommodated Combined Training Centre Administration plus 7 
officers and 130 ORs. Other than the eight nissen huts on the playing field illustrated on 
photograph 4, John Dye reports above that “all around this area there are the concrete 
foundations of many huts erected during WWII when the area was occupied by troops in 
training”. None of these have yet been recorded (photographs salen wb 54, 55, 56 on CD). 
 
The nissen huts illustrated on photograph 4 appear to be of the standard 16 foot (4.876 m) 
diameter type which corresponds with the surveyed measurements. Due to foreshortening it is 
difficult to gauge the length of the hut in the foreground but I estimate it to be 40 foot (12.192 
m) which also corresponds with the surveyed measurements. 
 
Further research is being done on these camps in association with The Moidart Local 
History Group and a supplementary report will follow. 
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C) The creation of the alleged cairn in the early 1950s from rubble and concrete left 
over from the dismantling of the naval nissen huts 
 
 
Attention was drawn to this plot by the report (above) of the remains of a “putative 
prehistoric burial cairn reported to lie within the vicinity of the application area”. While the 
brief states (incorrectly) that no such feature was visible on the site, it was “presumed to lie 
somewhere between the hall and the surgery and possibly within, or close to, the application 
site” yet the RCAHMS fairly accurately reports it be “in marshy ground some 30m S of the 
old schoolhouse of Salen” but the HCHER six figure grid reference given locates the cairn in 
the porch of the neighbouring house 40m further to the SE. This is not an impressive piece of 
archaeological reporting. I found the cairn within five minutes of starting a rapid walkover 
survey of the site and it’s location and nature were already well known locally - as John Pye 
records : 
 
“Close to the sports field are said to be the possible remains of an ancient cairn. The cairn is 
noted in the Ancient Monuments record for North Argyll: ‘What may possibly be the remains 
of a burial-cairn can be seen in marshy ground some 30m S of the old Schoolhouse of Salen. 
Heavily overgrown with trees and shrubs, it is an irregularly shaped pile of stones about 6.5m 
in diameter and 0.9m in height.’ The recorder is not named. The date of the record is given as 
1972, which is surprising since the Hall was certainly not in use as a school at that time. After 
some searching I eventually located the cairn, about 30m S of the Hall. The dimensions 
seemed about right although the site was even more overgrown with trees than before. 
However, among the stones of the cairn were several pieces of concrete! I conclude that the 
cairn represents the bases of army huts which were cleared after the war to restore the sports 
field to its original condition.” 
 
 
The location of this feature is not one which would suggest that it was an ancient monument: 
it is not a good site for domestic settlement and is a highly unlikely location for a burial cairn. 
The site itself is boggy, liable to sea flooding and unsuitable for agriculture. I conclude that 
this was not an ancient monument and confirm that it is now destroyed. 
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Report 
 
 
This site report has been produced in line with the Highland Council Archaeology Unit 
requirements for reporting, as specified in the online Development Guidance (Section 12) 
www.highland.gov.uk/yourenvironment/conservation/archaeology/ developmentguidance.   
An OASIS report form has also been created. 
 
A research report will be produced following research on the discoveries of the military 
buildings made during excavations.  
 
A copy of the final report and the project archive will be deposited in the NMRS and a brief 
summary of the results will be submitted to Discovery and Excavation in Scotland. 
 
 



Appendix II - Register of jpg digital photographs taken  by Dr H Robinson

wb_10-wb_49 on 7-8th July 2010 - wb-49-wb-56 on 10th October 2010

photograph report aspect of subject & description
number photograph photograph

salen wb_10 S Site before work starts
salen wb_11 5 S Site conditions
salen wb_12 9 SE 1st cut - turf stripped foundation T1 revealed
salen wb_13 10 SE 2nd cut - turf stripped foundation T1 revealed
salen wb_14 2 SW Playing field gates
salen wb_15 1 SW Site view
salen wb_16 6 SW 3rd cut
salen wb_17 S perimeter berm of removed topsoil
salen wb_18 12 S Grass stripped
salen wb_19 S Grass stripped
salen wb_20 13 SE Hut foundations T1
salen wb_21 example of building brick
salen wb_22 7 E surface conditions - concrete lintels
salen wb_23 E surface conditions - brick & building debris
salen wb_24 E surface conditions - brick & building debris
salen wb_25 E surface conditions with large concrete lintel
salen wb_26 W cairn showing overgrowth
salen wb_27 NW surface of cairn with concrete slab
salen wb_28 16 NW moss & plants stripped from surface of cairn
salen wb_29 17 W cairn structure - loose pile of stone & concrete
salen wb_30 18 W cairn structure - concrete & stone mix
salen wb_31 19 N cairn structure - concrete & stone mix
salen wb_32 N cairn & concrete slab
salen wb_33 20 N cairn partially dismantled - west side
salen wb_34 15 N cairn partially dismantled
salen wb_41 E gravel subsurface of site - wet conditions
salen wb_42 8 E gravel subsurface of site - wet conditions
salen wb_43 E gravel subsurface with brick & concrete fragments
salen wb_44 SW cairn & rock outcrop - most of stone removed
salen wb_45 SW cairn & rock outcrop - most of stone removed
salen wb_46 N gravel subsurface with brick & concrete fragments
salen wb_47 SW gravel subsurface & cairn
salen wb_48 E culvert & foundations T2
salen wb_49 14 E culvert & foundations T2 beginning to flood
salen wb_50 NW Salen Hall
salen wb_51 NW Salen Hall
salen wb_52 W Salen Hall
salen wb_53 W Salen Hall & Telephone Box
salen wb_54 Concrete Foundations N of hall
salen wb_55 Concrete Foundations W of road
salen wb_56 Concrete Foundations W of road
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HIGHLAND COUNCIL ARCHAEOLOGY UNIT, PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT SERVICE 
SPECIFICATION FOR AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL WATCHING BRIEF  
 
2 New Houses and Shared Access to South of Salen Village Hall  
(LO-08-223)  NGR: 168768 764351 
 
 
1) Summary  

This project may impact on valuable features of historic and archaeological 
importance.  In view of the archaeological potential/sensitivity of the site, HCAU 
advised that archaeological mitigation is required. The implementation of this brief 
will meet the concerns raised. 

This brief is for a Watching Brief which will enable any discoveries to be recorded 
quickly and efficiently as they appear with minimum delay or disruption to the 
development. If significant deposits are encountered, recommendations for further 
measures necessary to mitigate the impact of the development must be made. 

This brief has been produced for Hideaway Country Holidays who will be 
responsible for the work and costs, including any tendering and contractual 
arrangements. This brief must be read with reference to the HCAU Development 
Guidance that sets out in detail who is responsible for what, as well as the terms 
of reference, objectives, method, monitoring and reporting arrangements.   
 
The Development Guidance is available on our webpage at 
www.highland.gov.uk/archaeology or a printed copy is available from this office on 
request. 
 

2) Archaeological Background 
The remains of a putative prehistoric burial cairn are reported to lie within the 
vicinity of the application area.  No such feature is currently visible on the site, but 
it is presumed to lie somewhere between the hall and the surgery and may lie 
within, or close to, the application site.  It is considered that there is a potential for 
buried features to survive within the application site and to be impacted by the 
proposed development. 

 
3) Objectives  

To identify and record any features or objects of archaeological importance that 
could be damaged or destroyed by this development, while minimising any 
delays or disruption to the development project. 

4) Methodology 
All fieldwork must be informed by a desk-based assessment undertaken in 
advance of the start of works. 
 
Watching Brief 
Archaeological monitoring (a Watching Brief) is required during all site 
groundworks for this application.  Topsoil stripping of the house footprint, the 
access road and all services must be monitored by an archaeologist so that any 
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buried archaeological features can be identified, recorded and/or appropriate 
mitigation put in place to ensure their preservation.   
 
All recovered artefacts and ecofacts must be subject to a programme of post-
excavation analysis and the results incorporated into a final report. 
 
The Archaeological Contractor must refer to the minimum standard requirements 
as laid out in HCAU Development Guidance.  This brief itself is not 
comprehensive or definitive - tendering Archaeological Contractors will need to 
determine for themselves the methodology that will deliver the required product.  
This should be laid down in a Project Design (or Written Scheme of Investigation) 
and agreed with HCAU in advance of the start of site works. The start of 
archaeological work will be subject to the submission and approval of this 
document. 

 
5) Schedule & Monitoring 

The Archaeological Contractor is responsible for agreeing arrangements for 
monitoring with HCAU staff.  We will monitor projects as necessary to ensure that 
minimum standards are met.  Prior notice of fieldwork starting dates, with contact 
names, telephone numbers and arrangements for access must be given to HCAU 
by the Archaeological Contractor. 
 
The Archaeological Contractor must make a short progress report (by telephone) 
to HCAU for every week of fieldwork undertaken.  Any unexpectedly significant or 
complex discoveries, or other unexpected occurrences which might significantly 
affect the archaeological work and/or the development must be notified by the 
Archaeological Contractor immediately to the applicant and HCAU.   The finds or 
features must be left in situ until arrangements have been agreed for 
safeguarding or recording them.   In the meantime work may continue on other 
areas of the site. 
 

6) Products 
Following completion of the fieldwork, an archive and report will be produced and 
disseminated according to the standards set out in the HCAU Development 
Guidance. The report should describe the nature of the field work undertaken; the 
conditions and limitations within which the work was carried-out; the results that 
were obtained and recommendations for mitigation and/or further work, as 
appropriate.   

 

 
 Highland Council Archaeology Unit   Thursday, 11 November 2010 
www.highland.gov.uk/yourenvironment/conservation/archaeology  

All work will be undertaken according to the Code of Conduct, Standards 
and Guidance of the Institute of Field Archaeologists. 
 
The brief has been produced specifically for this scheme based on 
documents supplied at the time it was issued.  It is valid for one year from 
the date of issue.  Where work is not carried out in full within that time, a 
revised specification may be issued. 
 
This brief has been produced by the Highland Council Archaeology Unit, to 
whom any enquiries should be addressed.  No one else has authority to 
vary its terms. 
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